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Double the Physical + Double the Education = Double the Fun

nation of adding two dice will create greater 
number outcomes. 

2. Add 30+ Gatorskin balls and allow players 
to knock over the opposing team’s towers. A 
destroyed tower of blocks must be returned 
to the container of noodle pieces. 

3. Eliminate subtraction and play using a 
greater than/less than strategy. All players 

with the greater number get one block from 
the container. Each player with the lower 
of the two numbers rolled must jog one lap 
around the gym before being allowed to face 
off  against another player. Th is variation is 
highly recommended if the kindergarten-
ers do not grasp the subtraction concept!!

Bucket Bash  –  K-5

Objective:  Students will explore various ways 
to develop and improve ball manipulation skills 
such as visual tracking, accuracy, control, throw-
ing, catching, and socializational skills through the 
use of Super 70 Gatorskin balls. Th e game of Bucket 
Bash will also test each child’s patience, demand-
ing perseverance in order to succeed. Note: Bucket 
Bash is a great prerequisite to Bounce Brigade (PE2t-
heMax: Maximize Skills, Participation, Teamwork 
and Fun, by J.D. Hughes, Human Kinetics Publish-
ers, Inc.).

Equipment:  (Needs are based on a class of 60+ 
students)

 � Gator Skin Super 70 balls (50+; the more the 
better A Gator Skin Super 70 ball is a 2.75” ball 
that is approximately the size of a baseball; col-
ored or numbered wiffl  e balls or other foam-
like balls may be substituted). 

 � Catch Buckets or small, plastic pails (40 or 20 
per team; can be found in most school cafete-
rias-see “A Drop in the Bucket for examples). 

 � Traffi  c cones (12-16 or 6-8 per side)
 � Storage containers, buckets, or pop up hampers 

(2) 

Procedure: Before classes arrive, place six traf-
fi c cones approximately 10’ from both sides of the 
midline. Note: the distance should vary based on 
age-appropriateness or the grade level. For example, 
place the traffi  c cones 15’ to 20’ from the midline 
for a 5th Grade class. Divide the plastic buckets and 
Super 70 balls and randomly place them on each 
side of the gym. Finally, place one empty container 
at the center of the opposing end walls of the gym 
(see diagram for set up). 

Th e object of the game is for the entire class to 
capture as many balls as possible before the 10-min-
ute time limit expires. To Begin: divide the class 
into two groups and send each team to opposite 
sides of the gym to sit down and await further in-
structions. Note: let all students know at this time 
that everyone is on the same team and should work 
together. On the signal “go,” each player has a choice 
to pick up a bucket (if available) and be a “Catcher” 
or pick up a ball and be a “Th rower” (See Figures 1 
and 2). Th e goal for each Th rower is to pick up a ball 
and throw it to a Catcher on the other side of the 
Pit. Th e “Pit” is the empty space between both lines 
of cones. Note: encourage Th rowers to get the Catch-
er’s attention and make eye contact with them before 

Bucket and 
Super 70 BallSet of Super 70 Balls
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throwing them a ball. A Catcher’s job is to catch a 
ball, inside the bucket, from any Th rower on the 
other side of the Pit. A catch is considered success-
ful if it is caught in the air or aft er a bounce without 
stepping into the Pit area. Note: Th rowers may pick 
up balls off  of the ground to throw them, but Catchers 
may not pick balls up off  the ground and put them in 
their buckets or allow balls to roll into their buckets.

A Catcher, upon successfully catching a ball, 

must place the bucket on the ground, collect the ball 
out of the bucket, and go drop the ball (score it) into 
the container located against the wall (See Figure 3). 

Note: in order to maintain an even number of 
buckets on each side, the buckets should never be 
taken across the Pit. Catchers, every time they place 
a ball into one of the containers, must join the team 
on the other side of the Pit. Upon arrival, each play-
er has the choice to become a Th rower and begin 

throwing balls across the Pit to teammates or locate 
a bucket on the ground and become a Catcher. Note: 
balls that get stuck inside the Pit may not be retrieved. 
All players will continue throwing, catching, and 
scoring balls in this manner until the 10-minute 
time has expired. Note: it is recommended to lower 
the time limit from between 10 to 5 minutes based on 
the ability levels of each class. Th e teacher will add 
all of the balls from both containers to determine 
and announce the class’ overall score. Th e teacher 
will redistribute the balls on the ground for the next 
round and challenge the class by asking, “Can you 
score more balls within the 10-minute time limit to 
beat your record?” Note: an extra challenge to con-
sider is announcing a previous class score or what the 
school record is for the day.

Rules and Safety:
1. Each player has a choice to pick up a bucket 

and be a “Catcher” or pick up a ball and be a 
“Th rower.”

2. A Th rower must pick up a ball and throw 
it to a Catcher on the other side of the Pit. 
Th rowers may only pick up one ball at a 
time, but may not retrieve balls from inside 
the Pit.

3. A Catcher’s job is to catch a ball, inside the 
bucket, from any Th rower on the other side 

 Figure 1: Throwers with balls

Figure 2: Catchers with buckets

Figure 3: Catcher dropping a ball off 
at a container
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of the Pit. A catch is considered successful 
if it is caught in the air or aft er a bounce 
without stepping into the Pit area. Catchers 
may not pick balls up off  the ground and put 
them in their buckets or allow balls to roll 
into their buckets. 

4. A Catcher, upon successfully catching a ball, 
must place the bucket on the ground, col-
lect the ball out of the bucket, and go drop 
the ball (score it) into the container located 
against the wall. Th e Catcher must then join 
the team on the other side of the Pit. Upon 
arrival, each player has the choice to become 
a Th rower and begin throwing balls across 
the Pit to teammates or locate a bucket on 
the ground and become a Catcher. 

5. All players will continue throwing, catching, 
and scoring balls in this manner until the 
10-minute time has expired.

Variations: 
1. To avoid confusion with kindergarten and 

possibly 1st Grade, disregard the rule of 
crossing over the Pit aft er each score. Make 
sure all Catchers who catch a ball give their 
buckets to Th rowers so that everybody ex-
periences both positions multiple times. 

2. Anyone caught stepping into the Pit must 
jog 2 laps (or perform any exercise) before 
returning to the game.

Diagram:  Bucket Bash

The
Pit Empty

Container
Empty

Container


